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Chapter 2 Ancient Egypt And Kush
In From Slave to Pharaoh, noted Egyptologist Donald B. Redford examines over
two millennia of complex social and cultural interactions between Egypt and the
Nubian and Sudanese civilizations that lay to the south of Egypt. These
interactions resulted in the expulsion of the black Kushite pharaohs of the Twentyfifth Dynasty in 671 B.C. by an invading Assyrian army. Redford traces the
development of Egyptian perceptions of race as their dominance over the darkerskinned peoples of Nubia and the Sudan grew, exploring the cultural construction
of spatial and spiritual boundaries between Egypt and other African peoples.
Redford focuses on the role of racial identity in the formulation of imperial power
in Egypt and the legitimization of its sphere of influence, and he highlights the
dichotomy between the Egyptians' treatment of the black Africans it deemed
enemies and of those living within Egyptian society. He also describes the range
of responses—from resistance to assimilation—of subjugated Nubians and
Sudanese to their loss of self-determination. Indeed, by the time of the Twentyfifth Dynasty, the culture of the Kushite kings who conquered Egypt in the late
eighth century B.C. was thoroughly Egyptian itself. Moving beyond recent
debates between Afrocentrists and their critics over the racial characteristics of
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Egyptian civilization, From Slave to Pharaoh reveals the true complexity of race,
identity, and power in Egypt as documented through surviving texts and artifacts,
while at the same time providing a compelling account of war, conquest, and
culture in the ancient world.
Scientific/metaphysical realities of pictorial images (Hieroglyphs) as the ultimate
medium for the human consciousness that interpret, process and maintain the
meanings of such images. This book covers the Egyptian Hieroglyph
metaphysical language of images/pictures- the language of the
mind/intellect/divine; the scientific/metaphysical realities of pictorial images
(Hieroglyphs) as the ultimate medium for the human consciousness that interpret,
process and maintain the meanings of such images; how each hieroglyphic
image has imitative and symbolic (figurative and allegorical) meanings; the
concurrence of modern science of such multiple meanings of each image; how
Egyptian hieroglyphic images represent metaphysical concepts; the metaphysical
significance of a variety of about 80 Egyptian Hieroglyphic images. This book is
divided into 8 chapters. Chapter 1: Historical Deception of the (Ancient) Egyptian
Linguistics will clear the intended confusion to misrepresent the Egyptian
hieroglyphics as a primitive form of writing with individual sound values. The
Egyptian Hieroglyphics are ideograms which are different and has nothing to do
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with the Egyptian alphabetical system. Chapter 2: The Scientific/Metaphysical
Realities of Pictorial Images (Hieroglyphs) explains how human beings process
information received from the five senses to the brain through visualized images;
how each hieroglyphic image has imitative and symbolic (figurative and
allegorical) meanings; the concurrence of modern science of such multiple
meanings of each image; and how a series of images are processed in the
consciousness the same way like a dream processing. Chapter 3: Egyptian
Hieroglyphic Imagery Depictions of Thoughts explains how Egyptian hieroglyphic
images represent metaphysical concepts; relationship between their functions
and geometrical forms; and an overview of the Egyptian formation of such
ideograms. Chapter 4: Animal Hieroglyphic Images explains the metaphysical
significance of such images; and highlight the significance of over 30 related
Egyptian Hieroglyphic images. Chapter 5: Human and Animal headed Human
Hieroglyphic Images explains the metaphysical significance of such images; and
highlight the significance of about 10 related Egyptian Hieroglyphic images.
Chapter 6: Human Body Parts Hieroglyphic Images explains the metaphysical
significance of such images; and highlight the significance of over 10 related
Egyptian Hieroglyphic images. Chapter 7: Nature & Geometrical Figures
Hieroglyphic Images explains the metaphysical significance of such images; and
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highlight the significance of over 10 related Egyptian Hieroglyphic images.
Chapter 8: Man Made Objects Hieroglyphic Images explains the metaphysical
significance of such images; and highlight the significance of about 20 related
Egyptian Hieroglyphic images.
Maat is the moral ideal of ancient Egypt whose texts contain information on
Egypt's moral standards, its concepts of right from wrong, codes of behaviour
and obligations. Written by a teacher of the tradition of Maat, this study is the
`first philosophical book that is based on a philologically and historically critical
treatment of first-hand Egyptian material'. Focusing on the Maatian ideal rather
than moral practices, Karenga discusses what Maat is and its place within the
genre of philosophical ethics and morality, asking what it can contribute to
modern African culture and values. Extracts are transcribed and translated into
English.
"Praise for the first editions: " "Concise, lucid, and altogether interesting . . ..The
notes on the individual texts are unfailingly illuminating."--"Books Abroad" (now
"World Literature Today")
This is part 2 of the Gerald Masseys work about the comparisons between the
Judeo-Christian religion and the Egyptian religion. No one ever understood the
mythology and ritual of Ancient Egypt so well as Gerald Massey since the time of
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the Ancient Philosophers of Egypt. This book is one of the best of its kind and a
must-have for every student of Egyptian mythology and history.
Creation tales, stories of tricksters, and descriptions of deities are just a few
elements of the rich tradition of the mythology of ancient Egypt and Africa. This
bright book celebrates the diversity of these stories and takes a close look at the
cultures they stemmed from. The book also examines how these captivating
ancient myths and legends continue to appear in culture today.
The Student Study Guide is an important and unique component that is available
for each of the eight books in The World in Ancient Times series. Each of the
Student Study Guides is designed to be used with the student book at school or
sent home for homework assignments. The activities in the Student Study Guide
will help students get the most out of their history books. Each Student Study
Guide includes chapter-by-chapter two-page lessons that use a variety of
interesting activities to help a student master history and develop important
reading and study skills.
SPECIAL COMMENDATION in Africa's 100 Best Books of the Twentieth
Century. The series is illustrated throughout with maps and black and white
photographs.
Surveying more than three thousand years of Egyptian civilization, Egypt and the
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Egyptians offers a comprehensive introduction to this most rich and complex of early
societies. From high politics to the concerns of everyday Egyptians, the book explores
every aspect of Egyptian culture and society, including religion, language, art,
architecture, cities, and mummification. Archaeological and documentary sources are
combined to give the reader a unique and expansive view of a remarkable ancient
culture. Fully revised and updated, this new edition looks more closely at the role of
women in Egypt, delves deeper into the Egyptian Neolithic and Egypt's transition to an
agricultural society, and includes many new illustrations. Written for students and the
general reader, and including an extensive bibliography, a glossary, a dynastic
chronology and suggestions for further reading, this richly illustrated book is an
essential resource for anybody wishing to explore the society and civilization of ancient
Egypt.
The following topics are included in this 2-book combo: Book 1: Are you familiar with
ancient Hieroglyphs from the land of Egypt? How about pyramids and temples? Aside
from touching on the facts related to these items and mysteries, this guide will also
entertain you with specific stories that the Egyptian mythology has left us with. You will
read more (or listen) about the experiences of Sinuh, the land of the dead they believed
in, and the story of the doomed prince. I sincerely hope this book has sparked your
curiosity and that you will give it a try. Book 2: There are many gods and goddesses the
ancient Egyptians believed in. Today, we will explore some of the most important ones,
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as well as expand on the stories of some heroes and characters that haven’t been
forgotten through the ages. First, you will learn more about the story of Re. After that,
you will learn about Se-Osiris and the sealed letter. And lastly, the story of the prince
and the sphinx will be highlighted and explained. Dive into the ancient world and start
reading or listening now!
Provides definitive coverage of the ancient Egyptian gods, mythological figures,
religious cults, priesthoods, and esoteric practices and beliefs
This book reveals several aspects of the Ancient Egyptian culture, such as the very
remote antiquities of Egypt; the Egyptian characteristics and religious beliefs and
practices; their social/political system; their cosmic temples; the richness of their
language; musical heritage and comprehensive sciences; their advanced medicine;
their vibrant economy; excellent agricultural and manufactured products; their
transportation system; and much more. This Expanded Edition of the book consists of
four Parts with a total of 16 Chapters, as well as three Appendices. Part I : The Peoples
of Egypt consists of four chapters 1 through 4, as follows: Chapter 1: The Beginning
covers the age of the Egyptian antiquities being at least 39000 years, in accordance
with archaeological, historical and physical evidence; the Age of Leo and the Sphinx; as
well as the age of the Egyptian Sothic calendar which is by far the most accurate
calendar ever. Chapter 2: The Egyptian Populous covers the roots and characteristics
of the [Ancient]Egyptian people, their housings, their settlements throughout the world;
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and the roles of foreigners in the history of Ancient Egypt. Chapter 3: The Most
Religious covers Egyptian cosmology; monotheism and polytheism; animal symbolism
,creation of the universe, the concept of Maat; and the spread of the Ancient Egyptian
religion throughout the world under new "names". Chapter 4: The Social/Political Order
covers the basis and applications of the matrilineal/matriarchal principles; the matrilocal
communities; the Egyptian grassroots republic system; the dual
overseeing/administration governing system; and the documentation order of all
matters in the Egyptian society Part II : The Cosmic Correlations consists of three
chapters 5 through 7, as follows: Chapter 5: As Above, So Below covers the principles
and applications of cosmic consciousness in the life of the Egyptians; and the cyclical
renewal festivals as a form of such principles Chapter 6: The Pharaoh, The Cosmic
Link covers the true rule of the Egyptian pharaoh as a Master Servant; how did the
people rule; and much more. Chapter 7: Egyptian Temples provides a quick overview of
the real function/objective of the Egyptian temple; the harmonic design parameters; and
much more. Part III : The Learned Egyptian consists of five chapters 8 through 12, as
follows: Chapter 8: The Divine Language provides a quick overview of the modes of
writing in Ancient Egypt -- the alphabetical form of writing and the imagery pictorial
metaphysical symbols/script ; as well as the cultured aspects of the Egyptian
alphabetical language Chapter 9: The Egyptian Musical Heritage provides a quick
overview of its musical heritage; the musical orchestras; the wide range of musical
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instruments; as well as dancing and ballet in Ancient Egypt. Chapter 10; Health and
Medicine provides a quick overview about the international highest regards for Egyptian
medicine; its medical profession; contents of the some Egyptian medical papyri
regarding diagnosis, cures and treatments of various ailments, surgeries; and the wide
range of prescriptions Chapter 11: Astronomy covers the astonishing accurate
astronomical knowledge and practices such as astronomical observations and
recordings, the zodiac cycle,etc Chapter 12: Geometry and Mathematics covers a quick
overview of the subjects of sacred geometry and natural science, geodesy,
mathematics & numerology; as well as their knowledge and applications of the sacred
“ratios” of Pi and Phi. Part IV : The Vibrant Economy consists of four chapters 13
through 16, as follows: Chapter 13: The Cultivating Culture covers the outstanding
application of dry-weather farming techniques; societal division of labor; and the
farming community Chapter 14; The Manufacturing Industries covers The Egyptian
knowledge of metallurgy & metalworking; their golden silver (electrum) products; their
copper and bronze products; their glazing (glass and glazing) products; their iron
products; their mining activities; miscellaneous products such as woodwork; fabrics;
pottery; leather; paper; as well as some miscellaneous technological applications
Chapter 15: Transportation Infrastructure covers a quick overview of the various high
quality types of the Egyptian ships; major Egyptian coastal harbors; land transportation;
as well as patrons and shrines of travel Chapter 16: The Market Economy covers the
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workings of the Egyptian market economy; business transactions; Egyptian exports
(goods and services); Egyptian imports; as well as the rise and fall of international
commerce, that was tied to Ancient Egypt as the economical engine of the ancient
world. The contents of the three appendices are evident from their titles; being:
Appendix A: Photographs -- The Rising Valley Appendix B: Photographs -- The Age of
Leo and The Sphinx Appendix C: Photographs -- Astronomy
This Expanded Edition explains the divine female principle as the source of creationboth metaphysically and physically; the feminine dual nature of Isis with Nephthys; the
relationship (and one-ness) of the female and male principles; the numerology of Isis
and Osiris; Isis’ role as the Virgin Mother; explanation of about twenty female deities as
the manifestations of the feminine attributes; the role of Isis’ ideology throughout the
world; the allegory of Isis, Osiris and Horus; and much more. This book will fill both the
mind with comprehensive information as well as the heart—with the whole spectrum of
emotions. This Expanded Edition of the book is divided into eight chapters and three
appendices. Chapter 1: The Mother of Creation covers Isis' role in the creation
sequence, being an image of the totality of creation, her relationship to Re and Osiris.
Chapter 2: The Duality of Isis covers her basic dual nature as the Divine Intellect as
well as in the creation cycle and the universal womb. Chapter 3: Isis & Osiris—The
Dynamic Duo covers the combined roles of Isis and Osiris in the development and
generation of all creations in the universe Chapter 4: Isis: The Virgin Mother of 'God'
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covers her role in the Divine immaculate Conception of her son Horus, the Virginity
concept, her flight and refuge—together with her baby son—from the threats of the Evil
force, and the sacrifice of her son's life. Chapter 5: The Numerology of Isis & Osiris
covers the numbers of Isis and Osiris being 2 and 3—being the Primary numbers of
creation and growth; and how these two numbers generate all forms and shapes,
musical harmony and the rhythms of the universe. Chapter 6: Isis' Multitude of
Attributes covers sixteen female deities—being the manifestation of Isis as the female
principle of the created universe. Chapter 7: The Beloved in All Lands covers the
spread of the Egyptian religion worldwide; how such beliefs live on in Christianity; and
how Ancient Egyptian Isis' related religious festivals are being adopted in Christianity
for Mary at the very same dates as the Egyptian calendar. Chapter 8: The Mighty Heart
covers the eternal powerful impact of Isis on mankind as the seeker for comfort and
cure-all. Appendix 1: Allegory and Egyptian Cosmology covers how well crafted
allegories are the best—if not the only—way to covey complex subjects so that
information are gained by all. Appendix 2: The Universal Egyptian Allegory—Isis and
Osiris covers a shortened version of the story of the Isis and Osiris Egyptian allegory,
with emphasis on the role of Isis, as the divine female principle, manifestations and
applications. The narrative is shown in broken segments,each followed by a concise
metaphysical evaluation of each segment Appendix 3: Heart and Soul—Metaphysical
Reflections covers the metaphysical aspects of the heart (Isis) and soul (Osiris) and
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how a human being is able to achieve the integration of the heart and the soul within.
Explores the variety of arts produced in Egypt over a span of 3,500 years. Examing the
stories behind these objects and buildings, Riggs looks not only at what they can tell us
about ancient Egyptian life, but also how their legacy continues to shape the
contemporary world.
Shows that the fundamentals, structure, formations, grammar, and syntax are exactly
the same in music and in the Egyptian alphabetical language. This book will show that
the fundamentals, structure, formations, grammar, and syntax are exactly the same in
music and in the Egyptian alphabetical language. The book will show the
musical/tonal/tonic Egyptian alphabets—being derived from the three primary tonal
sounds/vowels ; the fundamentals of generative phonology and the nature of the four
sound variation of each letter and its exact equivalence in musical notes; the generative
nature of both the musical triads and its equivalence in the Egyptian trilateral stem
verbs ;utilization of alphabets and the vocalic notations for both texts and musical
instruments performance; and much more. This book is divided into 10 chapters.
Chapter 1: Historical Deception of the (Ancient) Egyptian Linguistics will clear the
intended confusion to hide the alphabetical form of writing in Ancient Egypt—as being
the SOURCE of all languages throughout the world. Chapter 2: The Seamless
Language and/of Music covers the unity of musical tones and Egyptian alphabet as well
as the intimacy between language/speech/vocals and music in the Egyptian system.
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Chapter 3: The Human Vocal Instrument covers the details of the human vocal
generating system and its equivalence in musical instruments. Chapter 4: The Three
Primary Tonal Sounds covers the three primary rhythmic tones and their equivalence in
the Egyptian three quantal vowels/sounds. Chapter 5: The Musical/Tonal/Tonic
Alphabet covers the letters of the Egyptian alphabet being derived from the three
primary tonal sounds/vowels as well as the utilization of alphabet for musical
instruments tonal notations. Chapter 6: Duality of Letters/Musical Tones shows the dual
nature of alphabetical letters and musical tones. Chapter 7: The "Atom" of
Musical/Vocal Sounds covers the fundamentals of generative phonology and the nature
of the four sound variation of each letter; and its exact equivalence in musical notes.
Chapter 8: The Musical Rhythmic Sound Segmentation covers the orderly sound
segmentation in musical flow and its equivalence in syllables stream—in all variations of
length, duration, stress, junctures, boundaries, etc. Chapter 9: Harmonic/Rhythmic
Word Formation/Morphology [Musical Triad] covers the generative nature of both the
musical triads and its equivalence in the Egyptian trilateral stem verbs. Chapter 10:
Tonal/Musical Sentences & Their Types/Various Forms [Themes and their variations]
covers the exact similarity between musical structural forms and sentence structures in
grammar, syntax, semantics, functions and forms, etc.
This volume is part of Marshall Clagett's three-volume study of the various aspects of
science of Ancient Egypt. Volume Two covers calendars, clocks, and astonomical
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monuments. Within each area of treatment there is a fair chronology evident as benefits
a historical work covering three millenia of activity. Includes more than 100 illustrations
of documents and scientific objects.
This book reveals the Ancient Egyptian knowledge of harmonic proportion, sacred geometry,
and number mysticism, as manifested in their texts, temples, tombs, art, hieroglyphs, ...etc.,
throughout their known history. It shows how the Egyptians designed their buildings to
generate cosmic energy, and the mystical application of numbers in Egyptian works. The book
explains in detail the harmonic proportion of about 20 Ancient Egyptian buildings throughout
their recorded history. Everything that the Ancient Egyptians built/molded/sculptured was for
the purpose of generating energies and/or to embody energies. And just like our electrical
system that needs activation by turning a switch on, all Egyptian works also require/required
activation by the right actions [sounds, gestures, etc.]. And while these 'stone' marvels appears
static because they appears stationary, they are no different than [stationary] energy
generating units—like our solar panels that absorb solar energy from the sun and convert it to
energy supply for our earthly human needs. This book reveals the Ancient Egyptian knowledge
of harmonic proportion, sacred geometry, and number mysticism, as manifested in their texts,
temples, tombs, art, ...etc., throughout their known history. It shows how the Egyptians
designed their buildings to generate cosmic energy, and the mystical application of numbers in
Egyptian works. The book explains in detail the harmonic proportion of about 20 Ancient
Egyptian buildings throughout their recorded history. It is the aim of this book to provide such
an exposition, one which, while based on sound scholarship, will present the issues in
language comprehensible to non specialist readers. Technical terms have been kept to a
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minimum. These are explained, as non technically as possible, in the glossary. This Expanded
Edition of the book is divided into three parts containing a total of 13 chapters, as well as 10
appendices being A through I. Part I: Architectural Concepts—Function and From consists of
five chapters—1 through 5: Chapter 1: The Architectural Canon will cover the deep rooted
Egyptian beliefs of 'As above So below' and its application to Egyptian art and architecture, the
existence and adherence to a divine building code, as well as utilizing design and construction
plans prior to [as well as] during the construction stages, which extended over several
centuries for large projects. Chapter 2: The Metaphysical Structure of The Universe will cover
the realms of creation and its correspondence in Man, as the image of all creation. Chapter 3:
Visitation Sites of The Lower Heavenly Court will cover the interactions between earthly livings
and the lower realms of the metaphysical cosmic structure, the significance of landscape
architecture in such interactions, and the major types of visitation buildings—both burial and non
burial sites—to facilitate such interactions. Chapter 4: The Sealed Pharaohs' Tombs will cover
the concept and role of the pharaohs which require their tombs to be sealed and inaccessible
for further communications after their earthly existence, as well as samples of some
pharaoniac tombs. Chapter 5: Egyptian Temples of The Divine Forces will cover the main
function of Egyptian temples, being divine generation, the overall conceptual temple layout, the
metaphysical funnel conduit design, the generative significance of jointing patterns, outer walls
physical/metaphysical protection, and the organic foundation roots of the Egyptian temple. Part
II: The Physical Manifestation of Metaphysical Concepts consists of five chapters—6 through
11: Chapter 6: Architectural Constituent Forms of Metaphysical Functions will cover the various
architectural forms as manifestation of their corresponding functions [both physically and
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metaphysically] for "false doors", recessed wall panels, columns and pillars, capitals of
columns, porticoes, peristyles, colonnade formations at four different locations, obelisks,
statuary images of various roof forms (flat, gable, corbelled, arch & vaulted), stylistic
architectural details (architrave, cornice, and torus) and stylistic ornamentation and decoration
such as starry ceilings, floral, geometric, figurative, a combination of two or all three, guilloche
(misnamed as the Tuscan border), chevron, and scroll pattern. Chapter 7: The Primary
Geometrical Shapes/Forms will cover the principles and application of sacred geometry of
Divine Architecture, the Egyptian sacred cord [tool], general layout of sample geometric
shapes, the sacred circle as the archetype of Creation, squaring the circle, the primary
triangles, and the combined square-triangles 3-D pyramids. Chapter 8: The Generative Square
Root Rectangles—"Irrational numbers" will cover the generative root rectangles as the
hypotenuse of right angle triangles, beginning with a square, and generating square roots of 2,
3 and 5; formation of cosmic solids; generation of the Golden Proportion from the root five
rectangle; the construction of whirling square spirals; and example application of this form of
dynamic design to four locations in Ancient Egyptian monuments. Chapter 9: The Arithmetic
Generative Progression will cover the role of numbers as generators of orderly growth and
progression, the Summation Series and the Golden Proportion, and the Cosmic Proportion of
the Human Figure. Chapter 10: Combined—Arithmetic and Graphic Harmonic Design of
Egyptian Buildings will cover combining both the arithmetic and graphic elements into a
harmonic design of the parts and the whole of an Egyptian temple, that includes: active axes,
significant points, the telescopic triangles, and the rectangular perimeters in both the horizontal
and vertical planes. Chapter 11: Harmonic Analysis of Ancient Egyptian Works will cover
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several examples in Ancient Egypt from all eras and throughout Egypt that show the Egyptian
applications of the design elements discussed in this book. Examples include temples, tombs,
pyramids, shrines, capitals of columns, stelae, pylons and doorways. Part III: The Spirited
Communications has two chapters—12 and 13: Chapter 12: The Animated Metaphysical
Images on Walls will cover the metaphysical significance of walls' decoration as well as
explanations of various depictions. Chapter 13: Human Activities will cover the roles of humans
in activating, maintaining, participating in various rituals and festivities as well as deactivating
the powers of the temple when temples and the whole Egypt is under siege. Appendices has
ten appendices—A through J: Appendix A: General Plans of Sample Egyptian Temples covers
layout plans of several Egyptian temples with a short description of each. Appendix B: Practical
Mathematics in Ancient Egypt covers reference to the four most recognized Ancient Egyptian
"mathematical" Papyri and the practical mathematical contents within such papyri. Appendix C:
Fraction Mysticism covers the reasons that in Egypt, a fraction—any fraction—could only be a
fraction of unity and Egyptian tables to deal with "complex' fractions which will be similar to
modern Logarithmic Tables. Appendix D: Intentional "Irregularities" In Egyptian Works covers
the religious reasons for what seems to be "irregularities" in the highly executed Egyptian
works. Appendix E: Monument Appropriations Reconsidered covers clarification of what
appears to be monument appropriation by one pharaoh of another. Appendix F: Sample
Egyptian Sculpture Works covers a very short list of recognizable Egyptian sculptures.
Appendix G: Concrete Blocks Various Types covers the advanced Egyptian knowledge of
concrete mixes and application examples of such knowledge throughout Ancient Egypt.
Appendix H: The Masonic Egyptian Roots covers the Egyptian roots of the widespread secret
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fraternal society called ‘Free and Accepted Masons’ (popularly known as Freemasonry).
Appendix I: Egyptian Influence on Modern Architecture covers several examples worldwide of
such influence. Appendix J: Types and Forms of Mortals' buildings will cover types and forms
of residential, private, communal and public buildings as associated with its earthly existence'
function, as well as highlighting that mortals of all classes—including pharaohs and priestly
staff—resided in mud-brick houses.
Scholars in Egyptology have often debated the following question: was the ancient Egyptian
society organized along patrilineal or matrilineal lines? In taking a fresh and innovative look at
the ancient Egyptian family, Allen attempts to solve this long-standing puzzle. Allen argues that
the matrilineal nature of the ancient Egyptian family and social organization provides us with
the key to understanding why and how ancient Egyptian women were able to rise to power,
study medicine, and enjoy basic freedoms that did not emerge in Western Civilization until the
twentieth century. More importantly, by examining the types of families that existed in ancient
Egypt along with highlighting the ancient Egyptians' kinship terms, we can place the ancient
Egyptian civilization in the cultural context and incubator of Black Africa. This groundbreaking
text is a must-read for Historians and those working in African Studies and Egyptology.
In this practical manual, Eleanor Harris takes the reader step by step through ancient Egyptian
religions and magical philosophy thousands of years old. Drawing on instruction found in such
texts as The Leyden Papyrus and The Papyrus Ani (the Egyptian Book of the Dead), the
author reveals such secrets as how to invoke Egyptian gods and spirits for divination and
magic; scry with fire, oil, and water; evoke messengers and spirits of the dead; and cast spells
for love, protection, and healing. Also included are detailed how-to instructions for making
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authentic ancient Egyptian clothing, amulets, and more to evoke the magic of ancient Egypt.
This new edition of a Weiser classic features a foreword by Normandi Ellis, author of
Awakening Osiris.
The Materiality of Texts from Ancient Egypt offers nine articles with new approaches to the
material aspects of writing, writing supports, and scribal practice from Pharaonic to Late
Antique Egypt. Case studies include Greek and Egyptian papyri and ostraca, inscriptions and
graffiti. (40w)
The Expression of Emotions in Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia offers an overview of the
study of emotions in ancient texts and discusses the concept of emotions in Ancient Egypt and
Mesopotamia.
The Ancient Egyptian Culture Revealed, 2nd editionMoustafa Gadalla
"This volume covers the period from the end of the Neolithic era to the beginning of the
seventh century of our era. This lengthy period includes the civilization of Ancient Egypt, the
history of Nubia, Ethiopia, North Africa and the Sahara, as well as of the other regions of the
continent and its islands."--Publisher's description.
Five distinguished scholars here summarize the state of current knowledge about ancient
Egyptian temples and the rituals associated with their use. The first volume in English to
survey the major types of Egyptian temples from the Old Kingdom to the Roman period, it
offers a unique perspective on ritual and its cultural significance. The authors perceive temples
as loci for the creative interplay of sacred space and sacred time. They regard as unacceptable
the traditional division of the temples into the categories of "mortuary" and "divine", believing
that their functions and symbolic representations were, at once, too varied and too intertwined.
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Both informative to scholars and accessible to students, the book combines descriptions of
specific temples with new insights into their development and purposes.
First runner-up for the British-Kuwait Friendship Society Book Prize in Middle Eastern Studies
2015. In ancient Egypt, wrapping sacred objects, including mummified bodies, in layers of cloth
was a ritual that lay at the core of Egyptian society. Yet in the modern world, attention has
focused instead on unwrapping all the careful arrangements of linen textiles the Egyptians had
put in place. This book breaks new ground by looking at the significance of textile wrappings in
ancient Egypt, and at how their unwrapping has shaped the way we think about the Egyptian
past. Wrapping mummified bodies and divine statues in linen reflected the cultural values
attached to this textile, with implications for understanding gender, materiality and hierarchy in
Egyptian society. Unwrapping mummies and statues similarly reflects the values attached to
Egyptian antiquities in the West, where the colonial legacies of archaeology, Egyptology and
racial science still influence how Egypt appears in museums and the press. From the tomb of
Tutankhamun to the Arab Spring, Unwrapping Ancient Egypt raises critical questions about the
deep-seated fascination with this culture – and what that fascination says about our own.
Ancient Egypt was a civilization of ancient North Africa, concentrated along the lower reaches
of the Nile River, situated in the place that is now the country Egypt.IndexChapter 1: Ancient
Egypt1.1 Predynastic period1.2 Early Dynastic Period (c. 3050-2686 BC)1.3 Old Kingdom
(2686-2181 BC)1.4 First Intermediate Period (2181-1991 BC)1.5 Middle Kingdom (2134-1690
BC)1.6 Second Intermediate Period (1674-1549 BC) and the Hyksos1.7 New Kingdom
(1549-1069 BC)1.8 Third Intermediate Period (1069-653 BC)1.9 Late Period (653-332 BC)
1.10 Ptolemaic period (332-30 BC)1.11 Roman period (30 BC - AD 641)Chapter 2:
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Government and economyChapter 3: CultureChapter 4: MilitaryChapter 5: Technology,
medicine, and mathematics
Traditional Chinese edition of Rick Riordan's The Kane Chronicles: The Red Pyramid. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
The ancient Egyptians are an enduring source of fascination, from mummies and pyramids, to
curses and rituals. In this second edition of his Very Short Introduction, Ian Shaw explores the
history and culture of pharaonic Egypt, and examines the latest research on Ancient Egyptian
ideas of death, kingship, religion, race, sex, and gender.
Discusses the life and history of ancient Egypt from earliest times through the reign of Ramses
II, as it has been pieced together from the work of archaeologists. Original.
Traces the key points in ancient Egyptian civilization, including the invention of hieroglyphics
and the building of pyramids. Includes timeline.
The skills of the ancient Egyptians in preserving bodies through mummification are well known,
but their expertise in the everyday medical practices needed to treat the living is less familiar
and often misinterpreted. John F. Nunn draws on his own experience as an eminent doctor of
medicine and an Egyptologist to reassess the evidence. He has translated and reviewed the
original Egyptian medical papyri and has reconsidered other sources of information, including
skeletons, mummies, statues, tomb paintings and coffins. Illustrations highlight symptoms of
similar conditions in patients ancient and modern, and the criteria by which the Egyptian
doctors made their diagnoses - many still valid today - are evaluated in the light of current
medical knowledge. In addition, an appendix listing all known named doctors contains
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previously unpublished additions from newly translated texts. Spells and incantations and the
relationship of magic and religion to medical practice are also explored. Incorporating the most
recent insights of modern medicine and Egyptology, the result is the most comprehensive and
authoritative general book to be published on this fascinating subject for many years.
The aim of this book is to present a varied research within the four sub-fields of Anthropology:
Archaeology, Ethnology, Linguistics and Biological Anthropology, as it was conceived by Frank
Boaz. Perhaps my emphasis has been mostly in Archaeology, since I specialize in the
Archaeology of Egypt and the Middle East. Nevertheless, I touch other topics as well. For
instance sometimes I would connect archaeology and Egyptian art or literature and Egyptian
linguistics. The total result has been a mixed of topics that relate in one way or another to
Anthropology, the study of human behavior. Perhaps, if a student is looking for subjects to do
term papers, or needs bibliography to start a research in a certain topic, this would be of help. I
don't pretend that my research is paramount, but there are some subjects and investigations
that are unique, as any truly research should be. I hope that the reader enjoys the vast amount
of creativity human behavior can produce.

In Ancient Egypt and Modern Psychotherapy, Todd Hayen explores what the spiritual
concepts of the enigmatic ancient Egyptians can teach us about our own modern
psyches and the pursuit of a meaningful life. Hayen examines the ancient Egyptians’
possession of a concept contemporary academics have labeled "consciousness of the
heart": an innate knowledge of the entirety of the universe. While all human beings
possess this consciousness of the heart, our modern culture has largely lost the ability
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to tap into this inborn knowledge. By examining the material accomplishments of
ancient Egypt, and how their seemingly deeper awareness of their inner world created
a harmonious outer world, we can begin to understand how modern psychotherapy,
through a Jungian perspective, could be instrumental in achieving a more profound and
meaningful personal experience of life. Ancient Egypt and Modern Psychotherapy will
be insightful reading for analytical psychologists in practice and in training, Jungian
psychotherapists and psychologists, and academics and students of Jungian and postJungian studies and ancient spirituality.
A WORK OF RECLAMATION AND RESTITUTION IN TWELVE BOOKS Vol. I and 2.
www.moorthings.com It may have been a million years ago The Light was kindled in the
Old Dark Land With which the illumined Scrolls are all aglow, That Egypt gave us her
mummied hand: This was the secret of that subtle smile Inscrutable upon the Sphinx's
face, Now told from sea to sea, from isle to isle; The revelation of the Old Dark Race;
Theirs was the wisdom of the Bee and Bird, Ant, Tortoise, Beaver, working humanwise; The ancient darkness spake with Egypt's Word; Hers was the primal message of
the skies: The Heavens are telling nightly of her glory, And for all time Earth echoes her
great story. I have written other books, but this I look upon as the exceptional labour
which has made my life worth living. Comparatively speaking, 'A Book of the
Beginnings' (London, 1881) was written in the dark, 'The Natural Genesis' (London,
1883) was written in the twilight, whereas 'Ancient Egypt' has been written in the light of
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day. The earlier books were met in England with the truly orthodox conspiracy of
silence. Nevertheless, four thousand volumes have got into circulation somewhere or
other up and down the reading world, where they are slowly working in their
unacknowledged way. Probably the present book will be appraised at home in
proportion as it comes back piecemeal from abroad, from Germany, or France, or
maybe from the country of the Rising Sun. To all lovers of the truth the writer now
commends the verifiable truths that wait for recognition in these pages. Truth is allpotent with its silent power If only whispered, never heard aloud, But working secretly,
almost unseen, Save in some excommunicated book; 'Tis as the lightning with its
errand done Before you hear the thunder. For myself, it is enough to know that in
despite of many hindrances from straitened circumstances, chronic ailments, and the
deepening shadows of encroaching age, my book is printed, and the subject-matter that
I cared for most is now entrusted safely to the keeping of John Gutenberg, on this my
nine-and-seventieth birthday. GERALD MASSEY
Like other creation myths, Egypt's is complex and offers several versions of how the
world unfolded. The ancient Egyptians believed that the basic principles of life, nature
and society were determined by the gods at the creation of the world. In this book:
?PART 1 - ANCIENT EGYPT -Agriculture and Moving Toward Dynasty -The Old
Kingdom -Collapse and Rebirth -Pharaohs and the Middle Kingdom -Moving Toward
the New Kingdom -The New Kingdom Flourishes -The New Kingdom Continues and
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Ends -BONUS! Find Inside... -and much more! ?PART 2 - EGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGY
-The Creation -How to Usurp a God -Morality, Life, Death and the Afterlife -The
Pantheon and the Deeds of the Gods -Two Tales of the Ancients -Monuments and the
Parts of the Soul -BONUS! Find Inside... -and much more!
Table of contents
This companion provides the very latest accounts of the major andcurrent aspects of
Egyptology by leading scholars. Delivered in ahighly readable style and extensively
illustrated, it offersunprecedented breadth and depth of coverage, giving full scope
tothe discussion of this incredible civilization. Provides the very latest and, where
relevant, well-illustratedaccounts of the major aspects of Egypt?s ancient history
andculture Covers a broad scope of topics including physical context,history, economic
and social mechanisms, language, literature, andthe visual arts Delivered in a highly
readable style with students and scholarsof both Egyptology and Graeco-Roman
studies in mind Provides a chronological table at the start of each volume tohelp
readers orient chapters within the wider historicalcontext
Egypt and its history and culture have always attracted the human civilization. Whether
it is the pyramids or the mummification of Kings and Queens or their Gods and
Goddesses, there is always so much to learn about Egyptian history. What is often
referred to as Egyptian mythology is actually a collection of all myths that existed in
ancient Egypt. Call it myths or beliefs, these were an important part of ancient Egyptian
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religion and described the actions of the many Gods and Goddesses. These myths
appeared in Egyptian paintings, sculptures, and writings. You can read about them in
short stories, hymns, or ritual texts. You will find them in the form of symbols used as
decoration on temples. There are actually so many stories about Egyptian Gods and
Goddesses that it would probably take ages to describe them in entirety. In this guide,
we will try to give you a peep into the many myths of ancient Egypt. We will talk about
the Gods and Goddesses. We will take a look at the lives of some of the pharaohs and
queens of ancient Egypt. Of course, we will take a look at some of the most popular
myths as well. So, let's go back in history and into the world of ancient Egypt.
Covering more than four thousand years of ancient history, from the early Egyptians to
the dawn of Byzantium, an illustrated introduction to the Mediterranean's three major
civilizations examines their links and traces their influence up to the present day. UP.
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